Datamaran puts global market intelligence in your hands, so that you can scan the horizon for emerging risks and opportunities, at unprecedented speed

We offer a combination of data analytics and services to help companies, financial institutions, investors and advisors:

- Leverage AI technology for continuous market intelligence
- Monitor industry, regulatory, social media and news trends
- Benchmark over 7,000 of the world’s largest market cap companies
- Systematically integrate extra-financial issues into enterprise risk management

Cora Olsen
Head of TBL Reporting
Novo Nordisk

“Datamaran is a powerful tool which saves me a lot of time in terms of collecting material business information. It is the most important tool I have available to me at this point in time and Datamaran is always there with support if needed.”

Dr. Andreas Hoepner
Associate Professor of Finance
Henley Business School

“Datamaran is the most efficient tool to achieve an in-depth understanding of corporate reporting ever built. The regulatory radar in particular has the potential to disrupt classical financial analysis across many sectors and asset classes.”

Jennifer Leitsch
Director of Corporate Responsibility
CBRE

“We with Datamaran, we can get ahead of emerging regulation, industry trends and public sentiment, and make decisions based on credible insights. Having reliable, objective and real-time data just there for us in one click is like magic.”

SERVICES
Platform access plus expert support

PRODUCTS
Do It Yourself platform access
OUR PRODUCT & SERVICES OFFERINGS:

We help corporations with:
- Benchmarking
- Materiality Assessments
- Integrated Materiality Assessments
- Integrated Enterprise Risk Management

We help financial services, investors, consultants, media companies and lawyers:
- Optimize their services
- Identify business opportunities
- Apply data-driven investment models

GLOBAL COVERAGE OF:

- 7,000 of the world’s largest companies
- 50,000 corporate reports
- 4,000 regulatory initiatives
- 1,000 online news sites

Datamaran is one of the world’s most sophisticated and powerful semantic business intelligence tools. Former GRI Director, Marjella Alma, recognised the problems facing businesses in monitoring and reporting on risk, sustainability and ESG issues, and decided to take action.

Together with former Wall Street Quant specialist, JP Lecourt, and former Technology and Analytics consultant, Jerome Basdevant, they launched Datamaran, and began creating an AI tool that would provide fast, efficient and powerful business intelligence on large unstructured data sets.

Now in its fourth year of growth, Datamaran is being used by a wealth of major multi-national companies in 15 countries.
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Datamaran is a diverse organization, with offices in Europe, the USA and Asia-Pacific. Our team comprises over 17 nationalities.

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
With women comprising over 60% of our senior-leadership team, we out-shine the recommended 30% of women in senior positions.

SHARED VALUES
Committed to being a great place to work, all our employees are shareholders of the company, invested in improving our services for all.

Marjella Alma
CEO & Co-founder

Jérôme Basdevant
CTO & Co-founder